Dear Members and Friends,

As we approach the Days of Remembrance, we pause to reflect on all that went before. We remember those whose lives were snuffed out and the pain they endured. Let us not forget there are Holocaust survivors in our communities who are still suffering. If you feel well served by GSI please pass it forward and donate to the Jewish social service agency of your choice.

We are living through very troubling times as we witness increasing anti-Semitism worldwide. Now is the time to step up and support the Holocaust museum / memorial / program of your choice with either a donation and / or a commitment of your time and talents.

To those of you who have dedicated yourselves to Holocaust education, remembrance and commemoration, we are eternally grateful.

Congratulations to GSI Coordinating Council member, Dr. Charles Silow, on being honored by the Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) for 25 years of service.

Thank you,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.
All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

The Mayor of the City of Łódz and the Jewish Community in Łódz have the honour to invite survivors and descendants to Łódz to the official commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the liquidation of the Litzmannstadt-Ghetto, 29 August 2019. For more information please contact: getto@centrumdialogu.com.

The Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre's Permanent Exhibit Is Now Open
For the first time in its 25-year history, USC Shoah Foundation has opened its doors to enable the public to interact with its displays and testimony-based exhibits. Now atop Leavey Library on the USC campus, the new headquarters centralizes the Institute’s programs into a single space—a center of living history that serves as a vital exchange for research, education, and communication to build human understanding.

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

**Denial: The Final Stage of Genocide**
April 13 – 14, 2019
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, North Carolina

The Twentieth Annual Fanya Gottesfeld Heller Conference for Educators
**Introduction to the Auschwitz Exhibition**
April 30, 2019 5:00 – 7:00 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust
Pre-registration required by April 23. Light refreshments will be served before the conference, beginning at 4:00 pm.

**Gathering for the Descendants of Marmaures Region, Romania**
**To Commemorate the 75th Anniversary of the Deportations**
May 16 – 20, 2019
Sighet, Romania
For more information contact Peninah Zilberman, Organizer: 1-416-781-0330 (Canada) +40-74-414-5351 (Romania), Peninah@ftsighet.com

The Holocaust Museums in the XXI Century: Challenges and Opportunities
May 21 – 22, 2019
Riga, Latvia

3rd Annual Dr. Paul Winkler Holocaust & Genocide Educators’ Conference
Approaches to Genocide Education: Teaching Through Texts, Literature and Personal Accounts
June 5, 2019 8:30 am – 1:00 pm
Mercer County Community College Conference Center, Main Auditorium, West Windsor, NJ

Uzhgorod National University International Conference:
Holocaust By Bullets to Auschwitz: Regional Dimensions to the Final Solution
June 16 – 19, 2019
Transcarpathia, Ukraine
For more: education_pro@hotmail.com

2019 Arthur and Rochelle Belfer
National Conference for Educators
July 22- 24, 2019
English Language Arts Session: July 22–24, 2019
Social Studies/History Session: July 25–27, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Registration deadline June 15. Scholarships are available.

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants/GSI / KTA Conference
November 1 – 4, 2019
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

The Holocaust and Europe: Research Trends, Pedagogical Approaches and Political Challenges
November 4 – 7, 2019
Das Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany

Liberation 75
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Institute for Holocaust & Genocide Studies

Seminar for Educators
April 1, 2019  4:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Raritan Valley Community College, 118 Lamington Rd, Branchburg, NJ

"Educate the Educators" Workshop: Spotlight on Contemporary Anti-Semitism Facilitated by Echoes & Reflections
April 2, 2019  9:00 am – 4:00 pm
JCC of Greater Vermont, 1189 Cape Cod Rd, Stowe, VT

America and the Holocaust
April 3, 2019  8:30 am – 3:30 pm
Veteran Hall, Ellison Campus Salem State University, Salem, MA

Echoes & Reflections Webinar: The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
April 4, 2019  3:00 pm EST

Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum
April 12, 2019  9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

New Jersey Holocaust and Genocide Research Symposium
April 12, 2019  9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ

Remembering & Rethinking: The International Forum on the Kindertransport at 80
April 15 – 16, 2019
Lancaster House, London, UK

Memorial de la Shoa Teachers' Workshop: Teaching the Holocaust
April 20, 2019  9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ

Memoirs and Childhood in Poland
April 30, 2019  9:00 am - 3:30 pm
Bildner Center, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
**Echoes & Reflections Webinar: Women and Resistance**  
May 9, 2019  7:00 pm EST

**Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum**  
May 10, 2019  9:00 am - 2:30 pm  
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

**Regional Institute for the Study of the Holocaust**  
May 10 – 12, 2019  
Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA  
The Holocaust Research Institute Workshop  
**The Work of Rachel Seiffert**  
May 15, 2019  13:30 – 17:30  
Senate House, University of London, Malet Street, London, UK

**Displacement, Migration, and the Holocaust**  
June 3–14, 2019  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC  
Seminar for Latin American Faculty  
**The Holocaust, Genocide, and Mass Violence**  
June 17 – 21, 2019  
Mexico City, Mexico

**Holocaust Studies Summer Program in Ukraine**  
July 1–12, 2019  
Kyiv, Ukraine

**Marking of Jews During the Holocaust**  
July 8 – 11, 2019  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**Interreligious Studies and the Holocaust: New Research, New Conversations**  
July 15–19, 2019  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Education During and After the Holocaust**  
July 20 – 25, 2019  
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC  
Teacher registration: [https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-registration-form](https://holocaust.appstate.edu/symposium/2019-registration-form)  
International Research Workshop

Religious Institutions and Jews in Hiding during the Holocaust
July 21–25, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

New Findings on Poland and Its Neighbors:
Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Study of the Holocaust
July 29 – August 2, 2019
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: khegburg@ushmm.org.

Echoes and Reflections Webinar: The German – Jewish Response
August 12, 2019  3:00 pm EST

Jewish Experiences and the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
August 5–16, 2019
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Upcoming Events

Now – April 7, 2019—JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, West Orange, NJ
Nineteenth Annual New Jersey Jewish Film Festival, featuring a selection of films that address issues of the Holocaust and memory.

Now – April 14, 2019—Theatre at St. Clement's, 423 West 46th Street, New York, NY
Vilna, inspired by a news report of the discovery of the escape tunnel at the site of the Vilna ghetto, tells the story of Motke Zeidel and Yudi Farber, who come of age in the city of Vilna during its degradation in the years before World War II and its destruction during the war. For more: https://vilna-the-play.org/

Now – April 20, 2019—East Patio Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, 9000 E. Chaparral Rd, Scottsdale, AZ
Photography Essay: Holocaust and The Armenian Genocide

Now – April 28, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Exhibit: Lost & Found - A Family Photo Album, the story of a pre-War photo album that was owned and assembled by Anna Warshawska, who was deported in 1943 from the Kovno Ghetto along with most of her family.

Now – April 30, 2019—Student Center Lobby, Scottsdale Community College, 9000 E. Chaparral Rd, Scottsdale, AZ
Traveling exhibit: Filming the Camps: John Ford, Samuel Fuller, George Stevens From Hollywood to Nuremberg.
Now – May 3, 2019—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Exhibit: From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust. Created by the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, this exhibit describes the experiences of original eyewitnesses to the Holocaust through photo collages with explanatory text, videotaped interviews, and historical artifacts. This year the exhibit will also feature The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, an exhibit on loan from the Museum of Human Rights, Freedom and Tolerance. To schedule a docent-led tour: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

Now – May 17, 2019—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Exhibit: Crimes Uncovered: The First Generation of Holocaust Researchers, revealing the stories and legacies of the individuals and institutions who first collected evidence of the crimes of the Holocaust: from those who carried out this work as genocide unfolded around them, to those who later pursued justice and remembrance, shaping the foundation of our current knowledge of the Holocaust.

Now – May 19, 2019—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Exhibit: Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann

Now – May 24, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: Kindertransport – Rescuing Children on the Brink of War, featuring moving personal stories, artifacts, and engaging media.

Now – May 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
Exhibit: The 1938 Projekt: Posts from the Past, featuring materials illustrating the range of reactions and emotions of those struggling to escape Germany and Austria in order to survive.

Exhibit: Dimensions in Testimony, featuring specialized display technologies and next-generation natural language processing to provide an intimate experience with a Holocaust survivor.

Exhibit: The Last Goodbye - A Virtual Reality Testimony, a 20-minute immersive virtual reality testimony experience with Pinchas Gutter touring Majdanek and recounting his experiences.

April 1 – 26, 2019—Omaha JCC, Omaha, NE
Art in the Holocaust: The annual Art & the Holocaust project culminates in an exhibit of art work with a reception for the artists, their parents, and their teachers. Local Holocaust survivors are also present.

April 1, 2019, 6:30 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Exhibit Tour: Kindertransport - Rescuing Children on the Brink of War, illuminating the organized rescue efforts that brought thousands of children from Nazi Europe to Great Britain in the late 1930s.
April 1, 2019, 7:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Book talk: How Fascism Works, The Politics of Us and Them, a conversation with author Jason Stanley about fascist politics and how his own family history influences his world view today, followed by a reception, book sale and signing.

April 1, 2018, 7:30 pm—Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown NJ
Film Screening in association with NJ Jewish Film Festival: The Footsteps of My Father, recounts the heroism of Master Sgt. Roddie Edmonds in saving the lives of more than 200 American Jewish soldiers during World War II, followed by a panel discussion with Stanlee Stahl, Executive Vice President of the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous, and individuals interviewed for the documentary.

April 2, 2019, 6:00 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, WC1B 5DP, UK
Talk: Remembering the Jewish War Effort. Historian Dr. Helen Fry will speak about her research into the 10,000 Jewish refugees from Nazi-controlled Europe who fought for Britain in the armed services or the secret service during the Second World War.

April 3, 2019, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Series: David Bayer.

April 3, 2019, 6:30 pm—Theater Arts Arena, Montgomery College Rockville Campus, Rockville, MD
Annual Holocaust Commemoration

April 3, 2019, 7:00 pm—Adas Israel Congregation, 2850 Quebec St. NW, Washington, DC
The Work Must Be Done: Raoul Wallenberg's Mission to Rescue Hungary's Jews - Ambassador Karin Olofsdotter, Sweden's current envoy to the US, to discuss Wallenberg's WW II activities with new information from her time in Hungary. Registration requested.

April 4, 2019, 10:00 am—Ramparo College, H-wing Auditorium (H-129), Mahwah, NJ
Screening of the film 1945. For more: holgen@ramapo.edu

April 4, 2019, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Series: Susan Warsinger

April 4, 2019, 12:30 pm—Congregation Har Shalom, 11510 Falls Rd, Potomac, MD

April 4, 2019, 4:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Eva Kor – Hologram Debut. Experience Holocaust survivor Eva Kor’s hologram in our Take a Stand Center. Her interactive interview is presented in conjunction with a celebration for our Museum’s 10th Anniversary. Reservations required.
April 4, 2019, 6:00 pm — The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, WC1B 5DP, UK
Book Launch: Finding Relly - My Family, The Holocaust and Me. Rosemary Schonfeld grew up the daughter of a Czech immigrant in post-war UK and Canada, unaware of her father’s Jewish identity and of what had really happened to his absent relatives.

April 4, 2019, 6:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Film: A City Without Jews, with commentary by film scholar Noah Isenberg and a live score.

April 4, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
An Evening of Music and Scholarship with violinist and music scholar, Dr. Alexandra Birch who will present her latest research on recovered music from the Holocaust and play samples of Holocaust music from the former USSR and the Nazi camps.

April 4, 2019, 7:30 pm — Parkway Central Library, 1901 Vine Street, Philadelphia, PA
The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between

April 7 – August 4, 2019—Jewish Museum of Maryland, Baltimore, MD
Exhibit: Stitching History from the Holocaust, about the life and work of Hedy Strnad before her murder by the Nazis. Her creations serve as a unique memorial for a lost talent and a touchstone for discussion of the human cost of the Holocaust and the plight of refugees.

April 7, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Ilana Yaari discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP requested.

April 8, 2019, 1:00 pm — US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between. Tune in live at ushmm.org/watch and join the conversation on social media using #TheUnwanted and #USHMM @HolocaustMuseum.

April 8, 2019, 6:30 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Tour in Yiddish: Lost & Found - A Family Photo Album, with Yiddish literature scholar Ruth Wisse.

April 9, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Five Mothers: An Intergenerational Odyssey: an evening of theater and scholarship with Museum of Jewish Heritage Prins Fellow Eszter Susán and playwright Sarah Gancher, featuring a reading of Five Mothers, a one-act play presenting the stories of five generations of women in a Hungarian Jewish family.

April 10 – 12, 2019—The New School, and Alice Tully Hall, New York, NY
The Kindertransports, 80 Years Later. Screening and discussion of the film My Knees Were Jumping: Remembering the Kindertransports. See website for times at each location.

April 10, 2019, 11:00 am—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
First Person Series: Louise Lawrence Israels.
April 10, 2019, 6:00 pm—Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Film Screening From Hollywood to Nuremberg followed by a discussion moderated by Michael Mongeau with Arizona State University professors Dr. Volker Benkert, Dr. Anna Cichopek-Gajraj, and Dr. Michael Rubinoff.

April 10, 2019, 6:30 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, WC1B 5DP, UK
Book Talk: The Cut Out Girl, A Story of War and Family, Lost and Found. The last time Lien saw her parents was in The Hague, when she was collected at the door by a stranger and taken to a foster family to be hidden away from the Nazis.

April 11, 2019, 6:00 pm—Boston Public Library, 700 Boylston Street, Boston, MA
The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between

April 11, 2019, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Book & Author: Troubled Memory: Anne Levy, the Holocaust and David Duke’s Louisiana

April 11, 2019, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

April 14, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design. Renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism.

April 14, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Survivor Talks – In Our Voices: unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions.

April 14, 2019, 3:30 pm—Adath Jeshurun Congregation, 10500 Hillside Lane West, Minnetonka, MN
“Dangerous Mission”– America’s Sole Rescue of 1,000 WWII Refugees. Child survivor Gloria Fredkove will discuss being among the refugees who were brought to the United States for temporary haven in 1944, how her family avoided being deported to German death camps, and how these early traumas affected her life. RSVP suggested.

April 15-20, 2019—Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Genocide Awareness Week: Not On Our Watch, a series of lectures, exhibits and storytelling by distinguished survivors, scholars, politicians, activists, artists, humanitarians and members of
law enforcement. This event seeks to address how we, as a global society, confront violent actions and current and ongoing threats of genocide throughout the world, while also looking to the past for guidance and to honor those affected by genocide. For more: john.liffiton@scottsdalecc.edu

April 15, 2019, 10:30 am—Turquoise Room, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Respect and Tolerance in Our World with Oskar Knoblauch.

April 16, 2019—Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Genocide Week Programs
9:00 am—The Saved Jews of Bulgaria: A Lesser-Known WWII Story
10:30 am—Rethinking Perpetrators and Survivors
12:00 pm—Remembering the Holocaust

April 16, 2019, 6:30 pm—Scottsdale Community College, Two Water Circle, 9000 E. Chaparral Rd, Scottsdale, AZ
Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony. For more: phoenixholocaustassociation@gmail.com

April 16, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The Tattooist of Auschwitz, a reading and discussion with author Heather Morris.

April 17, 2019, 12:00 pm—Much Shelist, P.C., 191 N. Upper Wacker Drive #1800, Chicago, IL
US Holocaust Memorial Museum program Law, Justice, and the Holocaust

April 17, 2019—Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Genocide Week Programs
12:00 pm—Italy’s Dirty Little Secret: Mussolini’s Concentration Camps
3:00 pm—As Mama Told Us: A Holocaust Story from Lithuania to America

April 17, 2019, 2:00 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Film: From Swastika to Jim Crow, followed by a discussion with the filmmakers, Steven Fischler and Joel Sucher.

April 18, 2019—Turquoise Rm, Student Center, Scottsdale Community College, Scottsdale, AZ
Genocide Week Programs
10:30 pm—Soviet Memories: Music and the Holocaust in the former USSR.
12:00 pm—Refuge and Resilience in Shanghai: A Far-Flung Chapter of the Holocaust
1:30 pm—Rescue in the Philippines, Refuge from the Holocaust
3:00 pm—Film - Rescue in the Philippines
6:00 pm—The Shoah and Its Aftermath: Speaking for Those Who Have No Voice Today
April 20, 2019—Two Waters Circle. North Lawn Amphi Stage, Scottsdale Community College, **Scottsdale, AZ**

Play: *Dark Road*. When Greta, a young girl living in Nazi Germany, reads that the nearby women’s concentration camp is hiring guards, she sees it as a chance to find her place in the world and provide for her sister Lise.

April 22, 2019, 3:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Love Thy Neighbor**, an hour-long tour that discusses the stories of Jewish refugees fleeing Nazi Germany and settling in the US using unique artifacts from the Museum’s collection.

April 22, 2019, 7:00 pm — Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, **New York, NY**

Concert Reading: *The Soap Myth*, a play about survival, memory, and truth, with award-winning actors **Ed Asner** and **Tovah Feldshuh**, followed by a Q&A with the cast and writer **Jeff Cohen**.

April 24, 2019, 9:00 am—Genocide Memorial, Scottsdale Community College, **Scottsdale, AZ**

**Genocide Memorial Service**.

April 25, 2019, 12:00 pm—Ramapo College, H-wing Auditorium (H-129), **Mahwah, NJ**

**Flight from German Oppression: Lodz, Arkhangelsk, Teheran, Tel-Aviv, & Paterson. Dr. Victor Borden** will recount how his parents escaped the Holocaust. For more:
holgen@ramapo.edu

April 25, 2019, 12:30 pm — William Paterson University, Valley Road Campus, 1600 Valley Rd, **Wayne, NJ**

WPU Center for Holocaust & Genocide Studies, Hillel of North Jersey and Kappa Delta Pi present: **Gina Lanceter**, Holocaust Survivor, Shares her Story. For more information and to register, contact Dr. Alison Dobrick, dobricka@wpunj.edu

April 27, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design**. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism.

April 27, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Survivor Talks – In Our Voices**: unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions.

April 28, 2019, 2:00 pm—Congregation Emanu-El, Fifth Ave and 65th St, **New York, NY**

**Annual Gathering of Remembrance**, New York’s largest Holocaust commemoration, in observance of Yom HaShoah.

April 28, 2019, 6:00 pm—Tifereth Israel Synagogue, 6660 Cowles Mts. Rd. **San Diego, CA**

Yom Hashoah Commemoration: the premiere screening of *Try To Remember Never Forget*, the story of Ruth Sax, a survivor of 3 camps, followed by a panel discussion with the director and creator of the film, **Olena Zernychenko**, emeritus professor of history, **Lawrence Barron** and
writer/author of Try to Remember Never Forget, Sandra Scheller. Donation. More: sscheller@cox.net

April 28, 2019, 7:00 pm—Clancy Auditorium, 9 High St, UNSW, NSW 2052, Australia
Yom Hashoah 2019 East Commemoration: Memorials & Memories with Dr. Brendan Nelson, Director, Australian War Memorial. For more: Suzanne.green@nswjbd.com.

April 29, 2019, 4:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders Room, Drew University, Madison, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration with keynote speaker Robert Max, author of The Long March Home: An American Soldier’s Life as a Nazi Slave Laborer.

April 29, 2019, 6:00 pm—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Sq., London, WC1B 5DP, UK
On Crimes Against Humanity and Genocide: A conversation between Professor Philippe Sands QC and Sir Terence Etherton, Master of the Rolls

April 29, 2019, 7:00 pm—Adath Shalom, 841 Mountain Way, Morris Plains, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Remember and Tell, with featured speaker Gina Lanceter, Holocaust Survivor. For more information: call 973 539-4440 or email MLR161@optonline.net

April 29, 2019, 7:00 pm—Masada College, St. Ives, NSW 2075, Australia
Yom Hashoah 2019 North Commemoration: Memorials & Memories with Dr. Brendan Nelson, Director, Australian War Memorial. For more: Suzanne.green@nswjbd.com.

April 29, 2019, 7:30 pm—Iona College, Spellman Hall, 715 North Avenue, New Rochelle, NY
Dr. Peter Hayes – “Why? Explaining the Holocaust”

April 30, 2019, 11:30 am—Lincoln Theatre, 1215 U Street, NW, Washington, DC
Federal Inter-Agency Holocaust Remembrance Program, Perilous Passages: Two Journeys to Survival, with Holocaust survivors Judge Thomas Buergenthal and Hans Fisher.

May 1, 2019, 7:00 pm—Higgins Middle School located at 85 Perkins St, Peabody, MA
Yom HaShoah Commemoration with Holocaust survivor Janet Applefield and Holocaust artist Richard Wiesel. For more: cmauriello@salemstate.edu

May 1, 2019, 7:00 pm—Stanton St. Shul, 180 Stanton St, New York, NY
3GNY’s Annual Yom HaShoah Memorial Service. We ask that you please send photos of your family members that you would like to commemorate to 3gstories@3gnewyork.org. Photo submissions will be featured on a rotating loop throughout the service. Please contact events@3gnewyork.org with any questions.

May 1, 2019, 7:00 pm—Wilkins Theatre, Kean University, 1000 Morris Ave, Union NJ
The Greatest Generation: Annual Yom HaShoah Holocaust Commemoration with keynote speaker Robert Max, author of The Long March Home: An American Soldier’s Life as a Nazi Slave Laborer. Bus transportation will be provided from Whippany or West Orange JCC’s, to reserve seats, call 973 929-3067 or email: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org
May 1, 2019, 7:00 pm — Temple Israel, Omaha, NE
Community Holocaust Commemoration with Scott Miller who will talk about his book
Refuge Denied: The St. Louis Passengers and the Holocaust.

May 1, 2019, 7:30 pm—Teaneck High School Auditorium, Cranford Place, Teaneck, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration with keynote speaker, Toby Levy, Holocaust survivor.

May 2, 2018, 10:00 am - 8:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Day-Long Observance of Yom HaShoah – Holocaust Remembrance Day to remember those
who were lost and learn from those who survived.

May 2, 2018, 12:30 pm — JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, West Orange, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Yom HaShoah Commemoration, and JCC MetroWest
Molly Burack Annual Lecture featuring Ariel Burger, author of Witness: Lessons from Elie
Wiesel’s Classroom, followed by a book signing and dessert reception. For more information,
https://jccmetrowest.org/event/ariel-burger/ or holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org, 973-929-3194.

May 2, 2019, 4:00 pm—Royce Hall 314, 10745 Dickson Ct, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
Global Itineraries of Holocaust Memory: The Jewish Caribbean and Nazi Persecution in
Literature and Art. RSVP (310) 267-5327 or cjsrvp@humnet.ucla.edu.

May 2, 2019, 5:30 pm—Temple Beth Sholom, 10700 Havenwood Lane, Las Vegas, NV
Yom Hashoah film and discussion: Who Was Chiune Sugihara? For more information:
info@bethsholomlv.org.

May 2, 2019, 6:00 pm—Chula Vista Public Library Civic Branch, Chula Vista, CA
Yom Hashoah event featuring the screening of Try To Remember Never Forget. the story of
Ruth Sax, a survivor of 3 camps. She left messages of wisdom and encouragement before she
passed. There will be Q & A with author/writer Sandra Scheller and book signing. Donations.
For more: sscheller@cox.net

May 2, 2018, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories from a Survivor and Holocaust Memorial Service, a Yom HaShoah commemoration
focusing on how the next generation can ensure that those who were lost are never forgotten.

May 2, 2019, 7:00 pm—Ina Levine JCC, 12701 N. Scottsdale Rd, Scottsdale, AZ
80 Years Later: What Does “Never Again” Mean? Panelists: Sheila Polk, Yavapai County
Attorney and Alex Alvarez, Professor of Criminology & Criminal Justice. Registration
required. For more: info@phxha.com.

May 3, 2019, 9:30 am—Navesink Rooms, Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College,
765 Newman Springs Rd, Lincroft, NJ
Yom Hashoah Commemoration Program: Women’s Experiences in the Holocaust featuring
Dr. Agnes Grunwald-Spier, a Holocaust survivor and author of Women’s Experiences in the
Holocaust: In their Own Words.
May 4, 2019, 8:00 pm— Temple Beth Hillel, 20 Baker Lane, South Windsor, CT

La Nona Kanta: The Remarkable Life of Flory Jagoda

May 5, 2019, 10:30 am— Martyrs’ Memorial, Rockwood Cemetery, Sydney, Australia

Holocaust Memorial Service and name reading. For more: Suzanne.green@nswbjd.com

May 5, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Harvey Moser discuss his experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP requested.

May 5, 2019, 1:00 pm— B'nai Israel, 6301 Montrose Road, Rockville, MD

JCRC Community Wide Yom HaShoah Memorial Observances

May 5, 2019, 1:00 pm— Seattle Art Museum, 1300 1st Ave, Seattle, WA

From Generation to Generation: A Yom HaShoah Program. Program will include a production of Cyla’s Gift, a musical performance, and a candle-lighting ceremony. For more: info@holocaustcenterseattle.org.

May 5, 2019, 1:30 pm— Beth Hillel Bnai Emunah, 3220 Big Tree Lane, Wilmette, IL

Yom HaShoah Commemoration: community-wide observance includes remarks by civic, religious and political leaders, music by violinist David Lisker, and candle lighting by Holocaust survivors and descendants. RSVP.

May 5, 2019, 1:30 pm— Boulder JCC, 6007 Oreg Avenue, Boulder, CO

Americans and the Holocaust: What did Coloradans Know?

May 5, 2019, 2:00 pm— Writers Bloc Presents, Temple Emanuel, 8844 Burton Way, Beverly Hills, CA

The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between. Fees.

May 5, 2019, 3:00 pm— Rotunda, Nebraska State Capitol Building, Lincoln, NE

Nebraska State Holocaust Commemoration

May 5, 2019, 3:00 pm— Our Lady of Sorrows Church, 217 Prospect St, South Orange, NJ

42st Annual South Orange/Maplewood Interfaith Yom HaShoah Commemoration with keynote speaker Stephanie Seltzer, Founder, World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants. The traditional Walk of Remembrance will begin at 2:00 pm, assemble at Spiotta Park.

May 5, 2019, 3:00 pm— Congregation Or Tzion, 16415 N. 90th Street, Scottsdale, AZ

Community Yom HaShoah Commemoration

May 5, 2019, 4:00 pm— Jewish Community Center of Northern Virginia, 8900 Little River Turnpike, Fairfax, VA

JCRC Community Wide Yom HaShoah Memorial Observances
May 6, 2019, 6:00 pm—Book Passage, 1 Ferry Building #42, San Francisco, CA

*The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between*

Exhibit: *Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away*. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.

May 9, 2019, 1:30 pm—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Screening of *Operation Finale* followed by a discussion with former Mossad Agent Avner Avraham. Fees. RSVP: education@hdec.org or call 954-929-5690 X 304

May 9, 2019, 4:00 pm—Royce Hall 314, 10745 Dickson Ct, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
South African Jews, the Holocaust, and Apartheid with Shirli Gilbert, University of Southampton. For more: cjsrsvp@humnet.ucla.edu

May 9, 2019, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

May 9, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Witness Theater: *The Art of Living*, a performance by high school students reenacting critical moments from the lives of local Holocaust survivors, the culmination of months of collaboration between the students and survivors.

May 12, 2019, 8:00 am—Town Square, Prague, Czech Republic
As part of a larger gathering during the weekend of May 11 – 12, a photoshoot to recreate a photo taken in 1945 of “The Boys”, orphaned survivors of Nazi concentration camps. Contact the ’45 Aid Society for details on the trip: team@45aid.org, Julia@45aid.org or www.45aid.org.

May 12 & 25, 2019, 11:00 am – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL

May 12 & 25, 12:30 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*Survivor Talks – In Our Voices*. Take advantage of their unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions.

May 17 – July 28, 2019—International Museum of Surgical Science, 1524 N. Lake Shore Drive Chicago, IL
Exhibit: *Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race*
May 21, 2019, 1:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Beyond Hollywood’s Casablanca: North Africa and the Holocaust

May 22, 2019, 11:30 am—Bet Am Shalom Synagogue, 295 Soundview Ave, White Plains, NY
Luncheon and presentation: 13 Drivers’ Licenses, the story about students from a small German village discovering drivers’ licenses taken from Jews by Nazis during the Holocaust. Fees.

May 22, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
An Evening with Nobuki Sugihara, the son of Chiune Sugihara, the Japanese diplomat who rescued 6000 Jews by issuing transit visas granting them safe passage through Japanese territory during World War II.

June 2, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive Speaker Series: Hear Holocaust survivor Paulette Singer Barrett discuss her experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP requested.

June 5, 2019, 8:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Anne Frank Remembered: 90th Birthday Anniversary. Anne Frank’s diary retains its importance as a Holocaust document 74 years after her death. Reflect on the girl who would have turned 90 this month, and gain insights into the work of the Anne Frank House through a presentation from its Executive Director, Ronald Leopold. Reservations required.

June 6, 2019, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Post-Holocaust Trauma and the Creation of PTSD with Dagmar Herzog, Distinguished Professor of History and the Daniel Rose Faculty Scholar at the Graduate Center, City University of New York. RSVP for the Lecture

June 17, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

June 26, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Film and Discussion: Dear Fredy, the story of Fredy Hirsch, an openly gay German Jewish athlete, sports teacher and Zionist youth movement leader, notable for helping thousands of Jewish children during the German occupation of Czechoslovakia in Prague, Theresienstadt concentration camp, and Auschwitz.

June 30, 2019, 2:00 pm – Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
From Stage to Screen: The Soap Myth. An investigative reporter, spurred on by a Holocaust survivor, finds herself caught between multiple versions of the same story in Jeff Cohen’s play The Soap Myth. Following a filmed performance of the play, Dr. Alvin Goldfarb, child of Holocaust Survivors and nationally known theatre educator and administrator, will discuss the themes explored in the production. Reservations required.
FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters

FYI... Holocaust Remembrance Project: How European Countries Treat Their Wartime Past
This first-ever report rating individual European Union countries on how they face up their Holocaust pasts was published in January 2019 to coincide with UN Holocaust Memorial Day. Researchers from Yale and Grinnell Colleges traveled throughout Europe. Local representatives from the European Union of Progressive Judaism checked their work. Click a country on the interactive map to view a current report and rating of its work on Holocaust remembrance.

FYI... Workman’s Circle’s roots trip to Poland and Lithuania, May 25 – June 4, 2019

FYI... Shoah Documentary: Searching for a baby girl who survived a massacre near Buczacz
A Canadian documentary film company is making a feature documentary about the Holocaust and is looking to unite a survivor with the woman he saved near Buczacz in late 1943. The survivor, who was a 13-year-old boy at the time, has told us the dramatic story of how he saved a baby girl in the woods outside of Buczacz in the winter of 1943. While living in hiding in the woods, he came across the site of a massacre of Jews beside a frozen river. Eight people were dead, it appeared to be a group who had been hiding in a forest bunker but had been discovered and murdered on the spot. The baby, who appeared to be less than 2 years old, was the only survivor. For more: shoahfilm@saloonmedia.com

FYI... During April, The World Jewish Restitution Organization (WJRO) is launching a month-long social media campaign - #MyPropertyStory - to focus on Holocaust survivors’ lives before the Shoah and to show how their homes, land, businesses or personal possessions are important and powerful links to their pasts. For more: lisa.sherman-cohen@wjro.org.il

FYI... Preserving Memory: The Conservation of Auschwitz-Birkenau – Video

FYI... Air dates for No Asylum, a documentary about the struggle of Anne Frank’s father, Otto Frank, to obtain visas to save his family from the Holocaust. This unknown chapter of Anne’s life is revealed through Otto’s letters that show how the world turned its back on the Franks and millions of others in the same predicament. A sort of prequel to Anne's Diary, No Asylum reminds us of the current refugee crisis.

FYI... IAC Las Vegas’ Town Hall Meeting with Dr. Bernd Wollschlaeger

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics
FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

**Across Borders: International**

Can the legacy of trauma be passed down the generations?

It’s Time for the Media to Adopt the IHRA Antisemitism Definition

Fighting Anti-Semitism And Remembering The Holocaust On Social Media

What’s behind Europe’s surge in anti-Semitism?

March of Life: Descendants of Nazis Remember the Holocaust

When They Come for the Jews, They Won’t Ask Questions

The word ‘Jew’ as a curse in Europe

Opinion: Paris attack and Europe's history of anti-Semitism | DW | 21.02.2019

The Silence of the Jews

No One Wants the Jews: Remembering the St. Louis

When A Selfie Goes Too Far: How Holocaust Memorial Sites Around Europe Combat Disrespect

After Latest Antisemitic Incident in Strasbourg, Israeli PM Calls for Global Condemnation of Jew-Hatred

Desecration of Holocaust memorial in Strasbourg was accident - report

Watch: Nazi Paraphernalia in Far East – Ignorance Or Admiration?

Drones Rescue Last Physical Proof of Jewish Life in European Towns

The world's white supremacy problem – Axios

**Albania**

In Albania, a unique Jewish history museum on the brink (Times of Israel)

**Argentina**

Guns seized from suspected neo-Nazi father and son who threatened Jewish institution in Argentina

**Australia**

'More important than ever' to teach students the history of the Holocaust

Wrestling with Holocaust literature
**Belarus**

Nazi-era mass grave discovered on building site in Belarus | DW | 28.02.2019
Nazi-Era Mass Grave Found in Former Jewish Ghetto in Belarus
Nazi-era mass grave site to become luxury homes in Belarus | DW | 27.03.2019

**Belgium**

Jewish Leaders Enraged by Shocking Anti-Semitic Float at Belgian Parade
Belgian mayor defends carnival float featuring Jews with money and a rat
Belgian Mayor: No Problem with Grotesque Anti-Semitic Carnival Display
Carnival caricatures of Strictly Orthodox Jews sitting on money 'is freedom of speech', mayor says
I spoke to the creators of Belgium's anti-Semitic carnival float. They're not sorry.
At UNESCO, Austria slams Belgian carnival featuring anti-Semitism

**Canada**

Books saved from the Holocaust enlighten Montrealers
Former French Jewish WWII spy Marthe Cohn, 98, presented with White Hat in Calgary
'One person can make a difference': French-Jewish WWII spy to share story in Calgary
Why Canada Reads author Max Eisen wrote a book about escaping death during the Holocaust
Holocaust survivor Max Eisen’s memoir wins Canada Reads competition
Looking back on 100 years, Holocaust survivor sees a life of 'miracles' | CBC News
At 100, Auschwitz survivor is still a kitchen maven
Elly Gotz: A survivor
After surviving the Holocaust, Lena Allen-Shore spent her life building ...
Mostyn: As Holocaust memories fade, Nazi glorification must be ...
Playwright wins prize for new take on Theresienstadt
Daughters of survivors reveal secrets in new play
Eisen's Holocaust Memoir Dukes It Out For Prominence On CBC Radio
Holocaust memoir wins book contest
Students eye deeper experience in visit to Holocaust camps
Brian Mulroney: The Canadian government needs to take action on ...

**Czech Republic**

Our fathers escaped the Holocaust: Recovering a wartime friendship through letters
Retired Brit cleans Prague's Holocaust memorial plaques

China
Ko’s Holocaust ‘publicity’ remark sparks criticism - Taipei Times
How Jewish refugees found a wartime home in Shanghai (UChicago News)
Last Chabad yeshiva student to survive Holocaust via Shanghai dies ...

Estonia
Man shouts ‘Heil Hitler’ at Estonian chief rabbi and children on their way to synagogue

France
The French Government Is Launching a Task Force Dedicated to Researching and Returning Nazi-Era Loot From Its National Collections
The Louvre Sent Three Paintings to a Show About the Nazi Occupation. They Were Greeted With Three Restitution Claims
When Jewish Scientists Fled Nazism
How one nurse hid hundreds of pregnant women and their ...
How one Swiss nurse hid hundreds of pregnant women and their kids ...
To Counter Anti-Semitism, French Women Find Strength In Diversity At Auschwitz
French Holocaust Children, photography exhibit by Robert Hirsch - Artvoice
Christian peasants credited for saving Jews during the Holocaust
Paris-area Jewish school gets hate mail about Hitler
Bernard-Henri Lévy: How bad is it for the Jews of France? — Jewish Journal
Israeli Holocaust survivors fear for French Jews
The beginning of the end of the Diaspora in France
‘Intolerable’: In Picturesque French Town, Local Jewish Politician Defies Antisemitic Daubings
Terrorist who murdered Holocaust survivor shot after standoff

Germany
Ministers From All 16 German States Agree to Move Forward With Restitution of Looted Treasures
Halt to ex-Nazi pensions urged | DW | 25.03.2019
German Jews Slams German President For Praising Anti-Semitic Iranian Regime
German President Steinmeier Calls For Decisive Fight Against Anti-Semitism
German forest reveals clues to Nazi-murdered victims | News | DW ...
What A Bergen-Belsen Prenup Teaches Us About Jewish Resilience

How the Bauhaus kept the Nazis at bay, until it couldn’t (CityLab)

Billionaire German family to make amends for company’s Nazi past

Pret a Manger and Krispy Kreme owners discover disturbing Nazi past

Germany’s Second-Richest Family Discovers a Dark Nazi Past

German Family That Owns Krispy Kreme Admits It Profited From Nazi Ties

Krispy Kreme, Panera Bread owning family donates $11M due to Nazi ...

German family that owns Krispy Kreme, Panera admits to Nazi past ...

JAB Holdings: Reimann family, who own stake in Krispy Kreme and ...

Here's What Happened to the Jewish Family Who Lived in My Building During the Holocaust

Jews used to live in my building in Berlin. One day, they all disappeared

400 Artifacts Unearthed at Site of Nazi Massacre Targeting Polish, Soviet P.O.W.s

'It's still there': German football fans battle against resurgence of anti-Semitism | DW | 27.02.2019

Anti-Semitic tweet sent to Israeli player in Germany | DW | 09.03.2019

Heartened by Fans Solidarity Following ‘Gas Chamber’ Tweet, Israeli Soccer Star Says He’ll Continue Playing in Germany

German Soccer Team Battles Anti-Semitic Abuse of Israeli Captain

Nazisploration or arthouse cinema? Charlotte Rampling's taboo-breaking roles | DW | 13.02.2019

Americans Flocked to See This Controversial Exhibit of Berlin’s Art Treasures in the Wake of World War II

Germany: New synagogue opens in Regensburg, 80 years after Nazi-led pogrom | DW | 27.02.2019

Site of Strasbourg synagogue destroyed by Nazis vandalised

Palestinian-born Berliner leads efforts to rebuild synagogue

The 'Kölsche Kippa Köpp: A Jewish Carnival club | DW | 28.02.2019

Thousands Of Israelis Now Call Berlin Home And Make Their Cultural Mark

Brazilian environment minister attacks DW columnist with Nazi remark | DW | 07.03.2019

Watch: Eerie Connection Between Purim, Prophecy and Hitler

Watch: Queen Esther’s Secret Purim Prophecy Revealed!

Incredible Parallels Between the Purim Story and the Nazi Trials

First Postwar Kosher Restaurant Opens In Leipzig

For First Time Since Holocaust, Kosher Restaurant Opens in German City of Leipzig
German Rock Group Slammed for Concentration Camp Video
German band Rammstein slammed for dressing as concentration camp prisoners in music video
Rammstein depicts grim scenes from Holocaust in new “Deutschland” music video, prompting rebuke from Israel
Rammstein accused of trivializing Holocaust in new music video

Greece
Greece: Holocaust-themed game shocks Jewish community | DW | 03.03.2019
Thessaloniki Holocaust-Themed Escape Room Game Draws Fury - The National Herald

Holy See (Vatican)
Vatican to open WWII secret archives of Pope Pius XII
Vatican to open secret archives on Pope Pius XII, accused of turning ...
Vatican to open secret archives on World War II-era and Pope Pius ...
Announcement: Pope Francis to Open Archives on Pope Pius XII ...
Pope: Vatican next year to open archives on wartime Pius XII - The ...
Vatican to open archives on WWII-era Pope accused of staying silent ...
Vatican To Open World War II-Era Secret Archives On Former Pope ...
The Vatican Will Unseal the Archives of Pius XII, the Controversial Holocaust-Era Pope
The Secrets That Might Be Hiding in the Vatican’s Archives
Releasing Vatican WWII archives removes an obstacle to Catholic-Jewish peace (RNS)
Getting to the Truth About the Vatican and the Holocaust
Opening archives won’t settle debate over Pius XII and the Holocaust
Why is the Vatican opening the files on 'Hitler's Pope'? (Daily Beast)
Opinion: The Catholic Church and the Holocaust
Holy Cross Judaic Studies Professor Explains Debate On Controversial Holocaust Era Pope

Hungary
The genocidal priest — The last interview with András Kun
How Spain's 'Angel of Budapest' saved Jews from Holocaust
Impressionist masterpiece ‘Sunset’ paints mysterious picture of pre-WWI Hungary

Israel
EU delegation hosts event with Yad Vashem to maintain memory of Holocaust
Yad Vashem to break ground on new artifacts center on Holocaust Remembrance Day
Shoah souvenirs: Should the Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial have a gift store?

Yad Vashem Selects Annual Holocaust Poster Winner | Jewish Journal

Yitzhak Shamir’s Son: Katz Took Father’s ‘Poles Suckle Anti-Semitism’ Words Out of Context

Israel Should Work With Poland Despite Holocaust Controversy

How Israel Should Handle Poland's Holocaust Crimes And Anti-Semitism

Holocaust Survivors With PTSD May Pass Down Negative Views of Aging to Adult Children

German author's memoir about holocaust guilt wins award

Israeli ex-spy who helped capture Nazi mastermind Eichmann dies at 92

Rafi Eitan, Israeli Master Spy Who Caught Eichmann, Dies at 92

Rafi Eitan, 92, Israeli Spymaster Who Caught Eichmann, Is Dead

The last of the giants

Eichmann and the Question of Revenge

What was on Einstein’s mind? Manuscripts made public at Hebrew U offer insights.

Einstein Manuscripts Revealed, Both Scientific and Personal

Einstein’s letters on Hitler and anti-Semitism in Europe up for auction

Einstein's letter denouncing 'Hitler-insanity' sells at auction for $134,000

When fashionista Karl Lagerfeld helped fund a synagogue for Holocaust survivors

Words that came from the Nazis — and others that surprisingly didn't | DW | 18.03.2019

100 German Must-Reads: Dark Chapters | DW | 16.03.2019

Anne Frank center compares Jews fleeing Nazis to Islamic State terrorists

Palestinians Blame Jews for Holocaust in Sick Facebook Post

Fatah Facebook page says Jews deserved to die in the Holocaust - report

Arab Party that Compared Israel to Third Reich Banned from Elections

Watch: European Neo-Nazis Meet Hezbollah Official, Support Terror Against Israel

Italy

Italy’s Democratic Party leans left under son of Holocaust survivor

Italian boy, 15, celebrates birthday with Hitler ... - The Times of Israel

Hitler Cake At The Center Of Italian Teenager Scandal

Japan

Chiune Sugihara: Unsung (Jewish) hero of the Far East
Jordan
Palestinian-Jordanian professor called Holocaust 'an illusion'

Lithuania
Lithuania starts to pay respect to its murdered Jews

Luxembourg
Luxembourg taking over IHRA presidency as of March

Macedonia
2 last remaining Jews of Bitola, Macedonia, attend Holocaust commemoration
Multi-Million Dollar Holocaust Museum Opens In Macedonia

Netherlands
Dutch Euro Parliamentarian Pledges to Fight ‘Gross Injustice’ Faced by Holocaust Survivor Locked in Pension Battle With German Government
Johan van Hulst, Who Helped Save 600 Children From the Nazis, Dies at 107
'Jews to the gas': The anti-Semitism shaming Dutch soccer (CNN)

New Zealand
New Zealand Shooting Realizes White Supremacy's True Aim

Poland
Poland open to meeting with Israel after Holocaust spat
Two peoples, one ceremony: Israeli, Polish students hold memorial at Auschwitz
Poland Threatens Prison for Man Refusing to Return Nazi-Looted Art ...
Polish Council of Christians and Jews calls for 'responsible' discourse
Polish-Jewish Leaders Call For Dialogue In Wake Of Israel-Poland Row
Polish-Jewish Impasse: Responding To Joseph Puder
Polish prosecutors won't reopen case into 1941 Jedwabne pogrom
Grapevine February 27, 2019: The Polish connection
A grave warning to those visiting Auschwitz
Auschwitz museum wants visitors to stop doing balance tricks on tracks leading into the camp
Auschwitz is urging people to stop posting photos of themselves posing on railway tracks that carried Holocaust victims to their deaths
Don't balance on tracks, says Auschwitz
Auschwitz Museum asks visitors to stop posing on train tracks for social media: 'Respect their memory'

Stop using Nazi death camp as a backdrop for cute photos, Auschwitz Memorial asks

Pianist and composer Leopold Kleinman-Kozłowski dies at 100

Polish newspaper’s front page teaches ‘how to recognize a Jew’

Polish Academics Protest Abuse of Term ‘Anthropology’ in Antisemitic Newspaper’s Headline

The Theater at the Forefront of Poland’s Culture Wars

Warsaw theater staging 'Mein Kampf' play

Holocaust Denier David Irving Promoting New Guided Tour of Nazi Death Camp Sites, Hitler’s HQ in Poland

British Holocaust denier David Irving leading tour of Nazi death camps

Bennett Calls On Poland To Deny Entry To Holocaust Denier Irving

Poland, Latvia and Lithuania governments should ban Holocaust denier David Irving’s ‘guided tour’ of Nazi camps

Poland likely to bar Holocaust denier, foreign minister says

South Africa

Letter reveals truth about family tragedy

Spain

Holocaust denier picked as congressional candidate in Spain

Holocaust denier selected as Spanish far-right party’s election candidate

Sweden

Teaching The Holocaust To Young Refugee 'New Swedes'

Thailand

As Europe battles anti-Semitism, Thailand grapples with ‘Nazi chic’

UK

Original copy of infamous 1939 British White Paper to be auctioned

These Pioneers Created the First Reliable Record of the Holocaust

Prince William vows to ‘tell his children about the Holocaust’

Prince William Just Gave This Jewish Grandma a Very Special Honor ...

Holocaust survivor Vera Schaufeld awarded top British honor - Jewish ...

College receives Gilbert archives, Holocaust research material
Uncovering Yorkshire’s Schindler
UK is first country to allow museums to ‘indefinitely’ return Nazi-looted art
The Holocaust memorial of 70,000 stones
UNESCO adviser objects to planned Holocaust Memorial in Victoria Tower Gardens
From Nazi to football hero: the incredible story of Man City’s Bert Trautmann
Holocaust survivor Arek Hirsh relives ‘death marches’ at educational event
University of Essex Ratifies Jewish Society After Controversy, Suspends Lecturer Over ‘Antisemitic’ Posts on Holocaust, Israel
Labour will never eradicate its antisemitism until the Left acknowledges racism elsewhere
Holocaust survivor university talk
Holocaust Survivor Is Special Guest At The CFA
The Holocaust Prisoners Who Risked Their Lives to Sneak Evidence from Concentration Camps
Primo Levi: A clear-eyed view of evil, pain and humanity
The Gay Victims Of The Holocaust Must Not Be Forgotten
Sisters' plea: 'Help us find family of Leeds businessman who rescued our relatives from the Nazis'
Memoir Of The Late Refuge From Nazi Germany Wins JQ Wingate Literary Prize For 2019
The Boy Who Followed His Father Into Auschwitz - Exclusive Interview
Ten leading Holocaust experts debate if Shoah education has failed
Photos: 9 takeaways from our panel discussion on hate crimes
Across The UK, Jewish Students Are Winning The Fight Against Anti-Semitism
Leading Holocaust educator: Drop the word ‘antisemitism’ because students do not understand it
Exclusive: Fewer than half of British adults know what 'antisemitism' means, poll reveals
At least half of signatories to controversial Sunday Times letter on Labour antisemitism had no idea what it said
Cornish Pirates ban singer over Holocaust denial concerns
Jewdas condemned for 'joke' tweet about Holocaust death toll
Grandchildren of survivors: It is ‘our responsibility’ to educate about the Holocaust
Manchester School Cancels Talk By Rabbi Who Implicated Jews In The Holocaust
Rabbi Mizrachi says Chief Rabbi a ‘cancer’ who’ll ‘bring a Holocaust on UK Jews’
A Museum Tackles Myths About Jews and Money
This shocking exhibit reexamines age-old anti-Semitic trope of Jews and Money
Nazi memorabilia withdrawn from sale
Ukraine
Mass grave for Holocaust victims in Ukraine desecrated for 2nd time this year
Ukraine: Mass grave of Holocaust victims desecrated - again - Israel ...

USA
The Blue Card To Hold Benefit To Aid Holocaust Survivors - Look To The Stars
FBI to return Nazi-stolen art to Jewish collector’s heirs
Assembly Allocates Funding for Holocaust Survivors & Safety Net Services
Museum Welcomes Vatican Archive Announcement
Yad Vashem runs ads in New York Times and Washington Post urging an end to ‘divisive anti-Semitic language’
Sara J. Bloomfield: Can the Holocaust Stay Relevant to Future Generations? | Jewish Journal
History of Greece's Jewish Community Before the Holocaust Presented in D.C. | USA.GreekReporter.com
Discovery Sets Cautionary Reminder ‘Liberation Heroes: Last Eyewitnesses’ For Holocaust Remembrance Day
Discovery Channel Documentary Honoring Holocaust Remembrance Day to Feature Thousands of Survivor, Witness Testimonies
Why the U.S. Bombed Auschwitz, But Didn't Save the Jews
‘Megillat Hitler,’ FDR and the Jews
Hate and Its Impact: Nazi Ideology and Racism in the Jim Crow South
Congressman Quotes Anti-Semitic Hitler Passage In House To Attack ...
Comparing Democrats to Nazis ‘clear-cut hate speech,’ Jewish caucus says
Second GOP congressman invokes Hitler to slam Democrats - Omar ...
5 other times when ‘Mein Kampf’ was heard in Congress
Fortunoff Archive readies events marking 40 years of saving Holocaust survivors’ testimonies
Ideas | S.I. Rosenbaum: A shocking number of Jews have become ...
Letter: False comparisons trivialize Hitler and the Holocaust
Rep. Ted Deutch gives passionate speech about anti-Semitism on the House floor
ADL Demands Apology From Democratic Whip Clyburn Over ‘Offensive’ Holocaust Comments
Majority whip says he never meant to diminish legacy of the Holocaust
Alabama congressman compares Democrats and media with Nazis in House floor rant
Alabama Congressman Quotes Anti-Semitic Hitler Passage On House Floor To Attack Dems, Press
Richmond selectman questions Holocaust death toll, though denies ...
Rep. James Clyburn says Ilhan Omar’s experience is ‘more personal’ than that of Holocaust survivors’
children
Neo-Nazi David Duke Heaps Praise on Omar: ‘Most Important Member of Congress’
Former Neo-Nazi: White Supremacy ‘Is Certainly Not A Fringe ... – NPR
Trump again punts on white supremacy after New Zealand attacks ...
Trump downplays white nationalism threat after massacre - AP News
Exclusive: 7 U.S. Military Members Identified As Part Of White ...
Author breaks down recent anti-Semitism and xenophobia
North Africa and the Holocaust | Jewish Journal
Cameron WWII veteran makes a library to remember Holocaust survivors
Our Obsession with the Holocaust Made Us Blind to American Anti-Semitism
Momentum: Glitzy videos cannot hide the far-left organisation’s true attitude towards antisemitism
Rep. Kelly Townsend compares mandatory vaccinations to forced tattoos
Rep. Kelly Townsend's latest crazy: vaccines are like Holocaust
Paying Tribute To Nuremberg's Little-Known Hero - Jewish Journal
Survivors, students champion Holocaust education bill
State Regents Looking To Keep Lessons From The Holocaust, WWII Relevant For New York Students
In Downtown New York City, YIVO’s Archive Uncovers a Lost Jewish World
The Hunted And The Haunted
A Painting Looted by and Returned to Nazis Finally Goes to Its Jewish Owners
Items belonging to Oskar Schindler up for auction - International news ...
Personal items belonging to Oskar Schindler expected to sell for ...
Oskar Schindler's Personal Items Up For Auction In Boston | Kiss 108
Oskar Schindler's personal possessions hit auction block - The ... 
Andre Previn, Oscar-winning Jewish composer, dies at 89
Andre Previn, Whose Music Knew No Boundaries, Dies at 89 - The ... 
Oscar-winning composer Andre Previn dead at 89 - CNN - CNN.com
Boris Kacel, Holocaust survivor, dies at 97
Holocaust Survivor and Public Speaker Stanley Bernath Dies
Stanley Bernath, a Holocaust survivor whose story lives on in 'hologram,' dies at age 92
NY Jewish family learns its beloved bubbe is really a Nazi nurse, in new film

Holocaust Remembrance and Education | Nevada Week
St. Louisan Mendel Rosenberg Reflects On Holocaust, Lessons For Today In New Memoir 'Thrivel'
St. Louis Holocaust survivor writes understated but powerful memoir
Holocaust should never be forgotten, survivor said
Holocaust survivor: ‘We live in very dangerous times’
Holocaust survivor sharing her story with students
Holocaust survivor shares his story
Holocaust Survivor Lecturer shares story of survival
Holocaust survivor speaks at Lake Weir H.S.
Holocaust program planned at Braintree High
Woman tells of surviving the Holocaust because her parents gave her away
Oh, sister, am I glad I found you - DNA test unites two half-siblings whose father fled the Warsaw Ghetto

In Anna Goldenberg’s ‘Hidden Years,’ A Story Of Love, Family & The Holocaust
Holocaust Survivors Can't Forget | New Haven Independent
Holocaust survivor recounts his experiences at W&J appearance
A Traumatic Legacy
Holocaust Survivors and LGBTQ Grandchildren Connect in ‘Boxes’ — Jewish Journal

Museum Curator In Florida Races Against Time To Preserve Holocaust Items
Holocaust Museum Gala Raises $1.2 Million, Emphasizes Power Of Remembrance
Assembly committee to hear bill to create Nevada Holocaust museum
Holocaust exhibit comes to Johnstown
New College re-dedicates Dr. Helen Fagin Holocaust, Genocide and Human Rights Collection
Holocaust survivor, author Irene Miller to speak March 7 at Carnegie Building
Wyoming And The Holocaust: A Hunt For History
With Mengele in Auschwitz
Women played important part in Holocaust resistance
Schloss Shares Holocaust Story, Anne Frank Friendship
Holocaust survivor Eva Schloss speaks at Tech
Eva Schloss Speaks At Chabad At Chapman
Anne Frank’s Stepsister Will Speak to Newport Beach Teens Who Gave Nazi Salutes Around Swastika at Party
Stepsister of Anne Frank to meet with students who played swastika drinking game
Holocaust survivor meets with California teens involved in Nazi...
Battling a Rising Tide of Hate in America
Still in living memory - Anne Frank and the Holocaust
Eva Schloss on Swastika Schoolchildren
Watch: Holocaust Survivor Meets with US Teens Who Gave Nazi Salutes
Holocaust survivor shares story, touts tolerance and peace during Las Cruces visit
Bristol Community College Holocaust Center Unveils Anne Frank Stephan Ross Portraits
In New Off-Broadway Play An Exhausting, Achingly Human Story Of Pre-War Jewry
USC’s Holocaust, genocide studies collection goes from nonexistent to one of best in U.S.
New Holocaust exhibit features a virtual Eva Kor
Holocaust Survivor Eva Mozes Kor To Share Her Story In Rose Hulman Convocation
This Interactive Installation Gives You The Ability To Converse With Holocaust Survivors
Inge Auerbacher will share story of Holocaust survival at Iowa State - News Service - Iowa State University
'I got a big wakeup call': Holocaust survivor tells gripping story at Austin synagogue
Judith Altmann delivers Hillel’s keynote address on Holocaust and genocide education - The Tufts Daily
Auschwitz survivor donates to Holocaust studies program
Using holograms and AI to preserve firsthand stories of the Holocaust - Religion News Service
Holocaust speaker comes to inform students about untold Holocaust stories
Holocaust survivor tells his story, in pictures
Holocaust survivor to be featured speaker at KWU event
Holocaust Survivor Hopes To Educate Through Lecture Series
Holocaust survivor shares his story about living through genocide
Holocaust survivor shares stories, warnings
Students in Westfield Hear Moving Testimony from Holocaust Survivor
Normandin students hear real-life account of Holocaust
88-year-old Holocaust survivor lives life to fullest as ski instructor in New York
Surviving the Holocaust | Local | Journal Gazette
Holocaust survivor Magda Brown joins News 8 to share her story
Holocaust survivor tells his story to keep history alive
Students learn about Holocaust from woman who witnessed it
Holocaust survivor to speak at school
Holocaust Survivor Rose Schindler Visits Immaculate Heart Middle School
Elmhurst College lecture: 'Children of the Holocaust'
The Holocaust survivor fighting prejudice through hip hop
Discussions held today on creating the Nevada State Holocaust Museum
Holocaust Memorial Service
Crews clean up local Holocaust Memorial after storm damage
Man accused of killing Holocaust survivor headed to trial
Anti-Semitism is creeping back into our schools: What should we do ...
Western, Central students send ‘get well’ cards to holocaust survivor
Holocaust Survivor Stories: Rachel Gottlieb's Faith In God Helped Her Escape Death
One of Youngstown’s last living Holocaust survivors dies
“Letter of Indictment”: Documenting Truth in the Warsaw Ghetto
Deborah Lipstadt: Ordinary People Can Counter Denial
Faces of RCC
March of Remembrance College Station Announces Event Honoring Holocaust Survivors - from Holocaust to New Life
Char-Houston Library - Holocaust
Schindler's List, 25 years on: a mother's legacy of joy in the face of horror
Newton man's Holocaust documentary to be shown in Brookline
'Reinventing Rosalee': Film Review
Holocaust specialist educates WM students
Author to visit campus with moving story of Holocaust survivor - Hesston College
School Report - Holocaust Remembrance Day - YouTube
Illinois Holocaust Museum dinner enlists former President Clinton to honor survivors
Baraboo high school students, community members head to Holocaust museum to 'heal and grow'
Holocaust survivor to speak on three DMACC campuses
Holocaust survivor shares experiences with North Ridgeville students
Hear a Holocaust survivor testimonial at the Boone County Public Library Main Branch twice in April

Telling stories, bearing witness

Temple Judea hosts speaker on Holocaust education - Community News - The Island Now

Clearfield Seniors Visit Holocaust Center | GantNews.com

Examining The Holocaust Through A Single Town

CMU honors Holocaust survivor during sixteenth annual awareness series

John Carroll Hosts ‘Day Of Shoah,’ Holocaust Survivor Shares Inspiring Story With Students

Poland institute files lawsuit against NBC’s Andrea Mitchell

Cincinnati’s new Holocaust museum at Union Terminal issues a call to action through survivors’ stories

A Peek Inside The New Dallas Holocaust And Human Rights Museum

Restored WWII-era boxcar meant for Dallas Holocaust Museum

Display at Back Mountain Memorial Library remembers Holocaust | Dallas Post

Travel photographer shows parallels between Holocaust and Armenian genocide in new exhibit

Dignity Can Be Photographed And Nourished

Chicago’s Newberry Library picks Holocaust Museum historian as new leader

Holocaust Remembrance Day is April 28

Holocaust Remembrance Day | Brookdale Community College Newsroom

JUF News : Holocaust Torah scrolls call Chicago home

YULA, DLP, ADL and Mensch Foundation Honors — Jewish Journal

Violins that survived Holocaust being restored and used to educate public

Eastern Florida State College | EFSC Students to Perform Holocaust Remembrance Plays

Free Showing of "Life in A Jar" Play on Holocaust Remembrance Day - Patriots Point Events

‘Child of the Holocaust’ shares story at State Theater

Student Film On Holocaust To Be Screened At Upcoming Events Added To State Genocide Education

Community invited to paint Holocaust remembrance mural

Local Students Reflect On Holocaust Murals

Torch Passed To Second Generation Of Arizona Holocaust Survivors

In Focus 3.22.19: UA Hillel commemorates Holocaust, AZ Jewish Post

Remembering the Holocaust And The Late Raymond Fishler

Story Of A Family Dog To Help Explain Holocaust To Youngest Museum Goers
Wilton Library programs demonstrate strength of those who experienced Holocaust
Spring Poetry at Wilton Library with Judson Scruton: Poetry Reflective of the Holocaust
A Ballad In The Key Of 4G
Music Raises Voices Of Holocaust Witnesses | New Haven Independent
Lakeridge HS student pushes bill to require Holocaust and genocide education at Oregon public schools
Oregon Senate OKs requiring Holocaust education in schools ...
Guest Column: Oregon Trivializes Holocaust Education
AZ House passes resolution supporting Holocaust, genocide education in schools
Police Probe Swastikas at Arizona Synagogue; Jewish Community Shocked
Capitol Digest: Nebraska Legislature considers requiring education on Holocaust, other genocides
Temple To Donate Holocaust Materials To Meriden Public Library
Northeastern University to host Holocaust and Genocide Awareness Week
Who will write our history?
Amazon Nazi Hunter Series Casts Members of the Tribe — Jewish Journal
Anne Frank comparison sums up problems with Oscar winner ‘Green Book’
The Incredible Story of Joshua Bell’s Stradivarius
Documenting The Holocaust: An Introduction To The Vilnius Committee
The Ghosts Of 'Vilna'
The Covenant Of Hope
Former UVa professor's book explores the lives of a father and a son
Friends, Survivors Enjoying Tennis In Their 90s
It started with The Kiss! A look behind the lens of Alfred Eisenstaedt
When an African-American Hero Tried to Stop the Holocaust
Swastikas Drawn in Blood Near LA Holocaust Museum Spark Manhunt
Swastikas painted in blood? LA police investigate
Jewish cemetery in Massachusetts vandalized with swastikas and anti-Semitic graffiti
Joe Wright to Adapt Nazi Drama 'In the Garden of Beasts' | Collider
Director Joe Wright To Adapt WWII Thriller 'In The Garden of Beasts ...' ‘Atonement’ director returns to World War II with new movie 'In the ...
Play that debates whether Nazis made soap out of Holocaust survivors returns for a short national tour
Ed Asner And Tovah Feldshuh To Appear In Concert Reading Of THE SOAP MYTH At The Sarasota Opera House

Westwood High students present Holocaust tragedy

Holocaust Reflection Contest recognizes winning Florida students

A "Hidden Child" of the Holocaust Visits Clark's Arthur L. Johnson HS

Two Vivid Memoirs Of Holocaust Survival From Local Authors

Cultural arts preserves Holocaust awareness | Opinion

Simon Wiesenthal: Nazi hunter that liked to tell dirty jokes gets show at Aronoff

Anti-Defamation League Records Dramatic Increase in Propaganda Distribution by US White Supremacist Groups

US white supremacist activity soars in 2018 says ADL - Diaspora ...

Facebook and Instagram will ban white nationalist and white separatist posts

Holocaust historian: Gravestone desecration a cowardly declaration

How a black man says he ‘outsmarted’ a neo-Nazi group and became their new leader

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Is Target Of Anti-Semitic Graffiti In New York

Ruth Bader Ginsburg poster vandalized on ... - usatoday.com

NYPD investigating Ruth Bader Ginsburg poster vandalism as hate crime - Daily News

As Nazi horrors fade into history, some youths are seduced by hate, others will never forget

Neo-Nazi Accused of Terrorizing Jewish Family Refuses to Return to US

Charlottesville killer pleads guilty to hate crimes

Man arrested for telling Jewish co-worker at NY store she was in ‘gas chamber’

Hitler was a ‘good leader,’ guest speaker tells N.J. students. School says it won’t happen again

At Alabama’s Legacy Museum, Echoes Of The Holocaust

‘Stick ’em in Concentration Camps’: Alabama Teens Filmed Using Racial Slurs Against Jews, Black People

F-Jews - White Alabama Teens Say In Video That Slurs Black People Too

Flyers Targeting LA Schools Equate Jewish Star With Swastika, Condemn ‘Jewish Zionist Militia’ in ‘Land of Palestine’

Orange County High School Students Make Nazi Salute While Posing Near Swastika at Party

With Nazi Salutes Around A Makeshift Swastika, Newport Beach Students Spark Outrage

Orange County Students Pose With Nazi Salutes

California teenagers appear to do Nazi salute around beer cup swastika

'Heartsick and disgusted': Nazi imagery posted from O.C. teens' party ...
Students seen in photo on social media flashing Nazi salute around ...
High school kids turn Newport Beach home into anti-Semitic ‘Animal House’
12-year-old arrested for drawing dozens of swastikas on NYC playground
Opinion | The March of White Supremacy, From Oklahoma City ...
Neo-Nazis hijacked Papa John's brand. Can Shaq take it back?

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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  Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]
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  Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]
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